A step-by-step guide on what to do, should you have an issue or query
about your EiB application, of if you require any other assistance from EiB

You have an
application issue,
query or need
assistance from EiB
Do you email
your favourite
consultant?

No

Create a
ticket on
Kayako,
the EiB
support
system

EiB support
team will
evaluate the
information
supplied and
assign the ticket
to a consultant

No, EiB consultants
are no longer
allowed to deal with
customer issues
unless they have an
associated ticket
number and it is
assigned to the
consultant

Required
information
supplied?

No
Kayako
system
records the
ticket and
assigns a
unique
number

Kayako
system
sends you
an email
to confirm
receipt

If the issue is related to an
outstanding deliverable or signoff process on a current live
project, then the issue will be
assigned to the consultant
working on the project as long as
it is within the scope of the
project

Reply to ticket
and request
more
information

Yes
In
project
scope?
No

If the problem is
caused by the EiB
software, then EiB
will either provide a
workaround or fix
the issue free of
charge (for
supported versions
only)
If the issue is
environmental, EiB
will offer to rectify
the problem, but we
will invoice you for
the time needed to
resolve the issue

Supported
version?

No

Funding
agreed?

No
If the issue is user
understanding or
knowledge, the
consultant will offer
paid for training to
ensure your issue
gets resolved and
you are selfsufficient going
forward

Yes

The new task will be scheduled
as part of the project and this
ticket will be closed

No

No further action will be taken
and this ticket will be closed

Additional
funding
agreed?

An EiB consultant will
contact you and remotely
investigate the problem
to determine the right
course of action
Yes

This issue will be resolved and
the ticket closed once you
have verified the result

Funding
agreed?

No

Yes

The ticket will be closed once
you have verified that the issue
has been resolved

You will be contacted to
arrange a new project, to
upgrade you to the latest
version of EiB Analytics

Yes

You take ownership for
resolving the issue and
the ticket will be closed

Yes

You take ownership for
resolving the issue and the
ticket will be closed

The consultant will remotely
solve the issue and you will
then receive an invoice for the
actual hours spent rectifying
the problem

Virtual training will be provided
via TeamViewer, and you will
receive a recording of the
training. You will also receive
an invoice for the training.

